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Dave,
I've been thinking about Salem and wondering whether Region I would benefit from getting J. Persensky
and Clare Goodman involved as well with the assessment of their work environment. The three of us, as
you know, assessed Davis-Besse's assessment tools, corrective action plans, and the effectiveness of the
actions taken. J., in particular, has asked me if he could get involved. I highly recommend it. He is
available to go to the site, whatever is needed. We are all having to go back to Davis-Besse soon, so if a
trip to Salem is necessary, and you would like any of us involved, I suggest we get the calendars out soon.
Thanks, LU

>>> David Vito 05/06/04 07:14AM

»>>

Thanks. I guess we are relying on you to let us know which ones of these we should be attending. It's
probably good we're not going to this one because with the "travel crunch", management would probablyt2

have difficulty allowing folks to go, especially inSeptember. Hopefully, as it ususlly does at the beginning

of a fiscal year, the travel crunch will subside after 10/1/04.
>>> Lisamarie Ja-rriel 05/05/04 06:27PM»>>
First of all, I don't know that this is really happening yet. They still don't know how much interest there is. I
know it won't include regional breakout sessions. This will be more basic ECP 101 issues for the new
guys. So I don't think its a "must attend' for us.
LLJ

>>> David Vito 05/05/04 11:32AM

»>>

Are we going to this? I thought the meetings were going to be rescheduled for once per year ...in
February?
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